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Hemiparetic stroke in adulthood often results in the grouped movement pattern of
the upper extremity flexion synergy thought to arise from an increased reliance on
cortico-reticulospinal pathways due to a loss of lateral corticospinal projections. It is
well established that the flexion synergy induces reaching constraints in individuals
with adult-onset hemiplegia. The expression of the flexion synergy in individuals with
brain injuries onset earlier in the lifespan is currently unknown. An early unilateral brain
injury occurring prior to six months post full-term may preserve corticospinal projections
which can be used for independent joint control and thus minimizing the expression of
the flexion synergy. This study uses kinematics of a ballistic reaching task to evaluate
the expression of the flexion synergy in individuals with pediatric hemiplegia (PH) ages
six to seventeen years. Fifteen individuals with brain injuries before birth (n = 8) and
around full-term (n = 7) and nine age-matched controls with no known neurological
impairment completed a set of reaches in an admittance controlled robotic device.
Descending drive, and the possible expression of the upper extremity flexion synergy,
was modulated by increasing shoulder abduction loading. Individuals with early-onset
PH achieved lower peak velocities when reaching with the paretic arm compared to
controls; however, no differences in reaching distance were found between groups.
Relative maintenance in reaching seen in individuals with early brain injuries highlights
minimal expression of the flexion synergy. We interpret this conservation of independent
control of the paretic shoulder and elbow as the use of more direct corticospinal
projections instead of indirect cortico-reticulospinal pathways used in individuals with
adult-onset hemiplegia.

Keywords: cerebral palsy, perinatal stroke, reaching, flexion synergy, pediatric hemiparesis, independent joint
control

INTRODUCTION

Hemiplegia results from a unilateral lesion to the developing (pediatric-onset) or mature (adult-
onset) brain and can lead to impairments to upper limb function in the impaired or paretic arm.
A perinatal stroke acquired in utero occurring in one in 4000 live births (Lynch and Nelson, 2001;
Hunt and Inder, 2006), is a main contributing cause of pediatric hemiplegia (PH) and often leads
to a diagnosis of hemiparetic cerebral palsy (Novak, 2014). Cerebral palsy by definition describes a
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group of disorders from injury to the fetal or infant brain
(Rosenbaum et al., 2007) and can present with weakness (Sanger
et al., 2006; Mockford and Caulton, 2010; Sukal-Moulton et al.,
2014a) and spasticity (Koman et al., 2013; Russo et al., 2019).
In adulthood, ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke is a leading cause
of long-term upper extremity disability (Broeks et al., 1999).
Impairment is believed to be especially caused by the expression
of the “flexion synergy” described by Brunnstrom (1970) as
abnormal coupling of shoulder abduction (SABD) with shoulder
extension and elbow, wrist, and finger flexion.

A hypothesized neural mechanism contributing to the
expression of the flexion synergy is an increased reliance
on indirect cortico-reticulospinal tracts in the absence of
sufficient corticospinal resources (Cahill-Rowley and Rose, 2014;
McPherson et al., 2018). Investigation of the flexion synergy in
isometric conditions in individuals with adult-onset hemiplegia
has revealed abnormal coupling between SABD and elbow,
wrist, and finger flexion when measuring torques and muscle
activity (Dewald et al., 1995, 2001; Beer et al., 1999; Dewald
and Beer, 2001; McPherson and Dewald, 2019). In the same
population, increased drive to shoulder abductors results in
decreases in reaching area (Sukal et al., 2007), reaching distance
(McPherson et al., 2018), and hand opening (Lan et al., 2017)
in dynamic, multi-degree-of-freedom tasks. The current study
explores whether this expression also exists in children and
adolescents with PH given that corticospinal pathways are still
maturing at the time of lesion (Eyre et al., 2001; Staudt, 2010).

In typical neurodevelopment, the initial bilateral corticospinal
tract (CST) is pruned through a process of competitive inhibition.
Ipsilateral projections are withdrawn and contralateral
projections are strengthened as shown in the feline model
(Martin, 2005) and human neonates and infants (Eyre et al.,
2001). In humans, this pruning process takes place between 3
and 18 months of age (Eyre et al., 2001), and correlates with
increasing motor skill. After a perinatal stroke, this typical
pruning process can be interrupted, enabling the non-lesioned
hemisphere to maintain more direct CST projections to motor
neuron pools innervating both arms (Staudt, 2010). Thus, this
may provide an alternative mechanism of neural control that
does not result in an expression of the flexion synergy. Previous
work in adolescents with PH during the generation of single-
degree-of-freedom isometric maximum torques demonstrated
a stratification in involuntary joint coupling patterns based
on timing of lesion (Sukal-Moulton et al., 2014b). While there
were some secondary joint torques produced in individuals with
early-onset PH during a single-degree-of-freedom isometric
task, it is currently unknown whether these individuals are able
to move away from spontaneous joint torque coupling patterns
during a functional, dynamic multi-degree-of-freedom task.

A ballistic forward reach with load on the shoulder abductors
requires generation of torques outside of the flexion synergy
pattern by combining SABD with horizontal shoulder flexion
and elbow extension. SABD loading is an independent variable
that appears to drive the expression of the flexion synergy
in the paretic upper extremity (Sukal et al., 2007; McPherson
et al., 2018). As a result, individuals with movement highly
influenced by the flexion synergy are expected to have decreased

success in completing this functional multi-degree-of-freedom
task. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether
individuals with PH who have sustained an early lesion to the
developing brain express the upper extremity flexion synergy
during ballistic reaching with SABD load modulation. In contrast
to previous findings in adult-onset hemiplegia, we hypothesize
that children and adolescents with early lesions, who may have
a relative preservation of direct corticospinal projections either
contralaterally or ipsilaterally, will have a reduced expression of
the flexion synergy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
As demonstrated in previous work looking at timing (Sukal-
Moulton et al., 2014a) or type of lesion (Kuczynski et al., 2018a,b),
the stage of neural development at the time of lesion may result
in differences in motor performance. Therefore, participants with
PH were sorted into two groups of early lesions. Pre-natal (PRE)
was defined as injury timing between the late second and early
third trimesters of gestation and peri-natal (PERI) was defined as
injury timing between the late third trimester until six months
following full-term (Eyre et al., 2001). Individuals with PH were
identified through the Cerebral Palsy Research Registry (Hurley
et al., 2011), local clinics, and parent support groups. Inclusion
criteria: (1) at least 6 years of age at time of testing, (2) unilateral
motor impairment of the upper extremity resulting from a
childhood-onset brain injury, and (3) ability to determine timing
of injury by parent report, medical records, and/or brain imaging.
Exclusion criteria: (1) reported use of medications suppressing
the central nervous system such as baclofen; (2) botulinum toxin
injections to any muscles in the upper extremity within 6 months
of testing; (3) surgery on the paretic upper limb within 12 months
of testing; or (4) cognitive dysfunction impairing ability to follow
directions. A cohort of age- and gender-matched individuals
with no history of neurological impairment [typical development
(TD)] was recruited for comparison.

All participants or a parent provided informed and written
consent to participate in this study which was approved by
the Institutional Review Board of Northwestern University.
The majority of those consented were minors who provided
assent to participate.

Clinical Assessments
To assess hand grip strength symmetry, a grip strength ratio
between hands was calculated where a value of one indicates
symmetry between hands. For the TD group, the ratio compared
the non-dominant to the dominant hand. For the PH groups,
the ratio compared the paretic (affected) to the non-paretic
(less affected) hand. Grip strength was assessed in sitting by
recording at least three maximal grip trials with the shoulder
at 0◦ of abduction and elbow at 90◦ of flexion (Jamar Hand
Dynamometer, B&L Engineering, Tustin, CA, United States). In
addition to grip strength ratios, the cohort of individuals with
PH were evaluated with a number of clinical assessments for
descriptive analysis and functional comparison between injury
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timing groups. Function was classified using the Gross Motor
Function Classification Scale (GMFCS) (Palisano et al., 1997;
Rosenbaum et al., 2008) and the Manual Abilities Classification
Scale (MACS) (Eliasson et al., 2006). Selective control of the
arm and hand were evaluated using the Test of Arm Selective
Control (TASC) (Krosschell et al., 2015; Sukal-Moulton et al.,
2018) and the Fugl-Meyer Assessment-Upper Extremity (FMA-
UE) (Fugl-Meyer et al., 1975; Fasoli et al., 2009). TASC score
is a recently validated assessment implemented due to the
appropriateness in evaluating the specific population being
tested; it was not assessed for three participants (PRE, n = 3)
because had not yet been validated at the time of testing.
Information on patient perceived difficulty of unimanual and
bimanual daily activities was acquired using the ABILHAND-
Kids (under 18 years) or ABILHAND (over 18 years) (Penta et al.,
2001; Arnould et al., 2004).

Experimental Setup and Protocol
Both arms were tested for comparison and the first arm tested was
varied in order to account for learning effects. In the TD group,
the arms were defined as dominant or non-dominant based on
writing hand. For the PH groups, arms were defined as non-
paretic or paretic with the non-paretic hand corresponding to
the writing hand.

Isometric SABD maximum voluntary torques (MVTs) were
recorded using a setup composed of a Biodex experimental
chair (Biodex Medical Systems, Inc., Shirley, NY, United States)
and a six-degree-of-freedom load cell (JR3, Inc., Woodland,
CA, United States; model no. 45E15A) as described in previous
studies (Dewald and Beer, 2001; Beer et al., 2007). The test arm
was secured with a fiberglass cast to the load cell positioned at
the distal forearm using delrin plastic rings (Figure 1A). The
arm was positioned at 85◦ SABD, 40◦ shoulder horizontal flexion,
and 90◦ elbow extension. Using these known joint configurations
and Jacobian matrices, forces and moments measured by the load
cell were converted to joint torques at the shoulder. Participants
were cued to produce maximum isometric SABD torque efforts
with five second holds. In order to capture maximum torque
production ability, at least three torque efforts within 10% of each
other were completed with the last one not being the highest.
SABD torques were smoothed using a moving average filter with
a 250 ms window immediately following the trial.

Reach kinematics were recorded using the Arm Coordination
Training 3D (ACT-3D) which is composed of the admittance
controlled HapticMASTER (Moog-FCS BV, Netherlands), a six-
degree of freedom load cell end effector (JR3, Inc., Woodland,
CA, United States; model no 51E20A4), an instrumented gimbal
to record joint angles, and a Biodex experimental chair (Biodex
Medical Systems, Inc., Shirley, NY, United States) as described
previously (Sukal et al., 2007; Ellis et al., 2008, 2016). The
participant’s arm was rigidly attached to the ACT-3D (Figure 1B)
and positioned in the same initial configuration as in the
isometric setup. Based on the participant’s limb lengths, the
reaching target was set near end range of motion (Figure 1C).
The participant was cued to complete ballistic reaches with verbal
instructions to reach forward as far and as fast as possible with

visual feedback provided (Figure 1D). Fingertip position was
calculated during movement using inverse kinematics.

Reaching was tested on a haptic frictionless surface (TABLE)
and with applied Z forces in the up/downward directions (LIFT).
For TABLE trials, the arm was fully supported such that no SABD
effort was required and participants could push down on the
table without restriction. For LIFT trials, participants generated
a SABD torque to abduct the arm from the table and maintained
that torque for the duration of the reaching trial. Participants
completed 11 trials each of six loading conditions: TABLE and 20,
35, 50, 65, and 80% SABD MVT. The order of the test conditions
was randomized for each tested arm to prevent habituation.

Data Collection and Analysis
Isometric torques were recorded and saved through a data
acquisition device (NI-DAQ USB-6225; National Instruments,
Austin, TX, United States) at 1000 Hz using customized
MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, United States) software.
Reaching data were recorded and saved at 50 Hz using
customized MATLAB software.

Reaching Distance
The straight-line distance (XY plane) from the starting position
to each point in the reaching trajectory was calculated until
the maximum reach distance was isolated for each trial. To be
included, reach trajectories were required to end within a 40◦
cone in direction of the target (Figure 1E). For LIFT conditions,
only the portion of the trial where the lift was maintained during
the reach was considered in analysis. The reach distance deficit
(Eq. 1) was calculated for each load level; a larger percentage
indicates a greater deficit in reaching ability.

Reach Distance DeficitLoadLevel

=
MaxReachOverall − MeanReachLoadLevel

MaxReachOverall
× 100

MaxReachOverall is the absolute maximum reach distance
across all trials used as the participant-specific functional
maximum to compare achievable reaching distance between
participants. To capture best performance, MeanReachLoadLevel is
the average of the top three reach distances for the specified load
level. The kurtosis of the top three reach trials for each loading
condition was evaluated to ensure that there was not a learning
affect in achieving best reaching performance.

Fingertip Velocity
The peak velocity of the fingertips was calculated for the top
three reach distance trials and averaged together for a single peak
velocity for each condition (Figure 1F).

Statistical Analysis
One-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were used to determine
if there were differences in age and grip strength ratio between
the PH and TD groups. Mann–Whitney U-tests were used to
determine if there were differences in clinical scores on the FMA-
UE, TASC, and ABILHAND/ABILHAND-Kids between the PH
injury timing groups. Fisher’s exact tests were used to determine
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Isometric setup for torque maxes. Participant with forearm attached to six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) load cell recording forces and torques along the
X, Y, and Z axes. (B) ACT-3D setup for reaching tasks. Admittance controlled robot allows movement in the X, Y, and Z directions. (C) Arm configurations and
targets. Participants are cued to reach in the XY plane. Reach starts in the “home” sphere and ends in the direction of the “target” sphere. (D) Visual feedback.
Participants see the avatar arm move in real time along with their movements in the ACT-3D. (E) Sample reaching trajectory. (F) Sample velocity profile.

if there were differences in sex and writing hand between the PH
and TD groups and in affected arms in the PH injury timing
groups. Kruskal–Wallis rank-based non-parametric tests were
used to determine whether there were differences in MACS and
GMFCS levels between the PH groups. Data were tested for
normality using Q–Q plots. Analysis of reach distance deficit
and peak velocity was completed with several linear mixed
effects models. First, the dominant and non-dominant arms

of the TD group were compared using a model with fixed
factors of TestArm (two levels, dominant and non-dominant)
and Load (six levels, TABLE, 20%MVT, 35%MVT, 50%MVT,
65%MVT, and 80%MVT), and a random factor of participant
with an identity covariance structure. Second, reach distance
deficit and peak velocity in the three groups were analyzed
using linear mixed effects models that included fixed factors
of Group (three levels, TD, PRE, PERI), TestArm (two levels,
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dominant/non-paretic and non-dominant/paretic), and Load
(six levels, TABLE, 20%MVT, 35%MVT, 50%MVT, 65%MVT,
and 80%MVT) and a random factor of participant with an
identity covariance structure. If a significant main effect of
TestArm was found, additional linear mixed effects models
were computed for each arm independently that included fixed
factors of Group (three levels, TD, PRE, PERI) and Load (six
levels, TABLE, 20%MVT, 35%MVT, 50%MVT, 65%MVT, and
80%MVT) and a random factor of participant with an identity
covariance structure. Finally, for the peak velocity analysis, the
PRE and PERI groups were combined into one PH group
and another model was computed for each arm independently
with fixed factors of Group (two levels, TD, PH) and Load
(six levels, TABLE, 20%MVT, 35%MVT, 50%MVT, 65%MVT,
and 80%MVT) and a random factor of participant with an
identity covariance structure. For all significant main effects
and interactions, post hoc pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni
corrections for multiple comparisons were made. Statistical
analysis was completed using SPSS software (version 26, SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL, United States). A value of p < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant for all tests.

RESULTS

Thirty-three individuals were consented to participate in this
study with complete datasets of both arms tested for 26
participants. Four TD participants completed testing on only
one arm due to scheduling constraints or declining to complete
testing on the second arm and were excluded from the
group analysis. Injury timing was not able to be determined
for one participant with PH who was excluded from the
dataset. A total of 24 participants were included in the group
statistical analysis and were divided into three groups based
on previously mentioned criteria: PRE (n = 8, mean[SD]:
age at testing 11.91[3.45] years, Fugl-Meyer 48.50[15.28]/66),
PERI (n = 7, mean[SD]: age at testing 12.14[3.96] years,
Fugl-Meyer 35.28[7.80]/66), and TD (n = 9, mean[SD]: age
at testing 10.93[3.87] years). Injury timings were determined
by four possible combinations of data: parent report alone
(n = 4), medical record alone (n = 3), parent report and
brain imaging (n = 7), or medical record and brain imaging
(n = 1). Two individuals with injury timings after 6 months
post full-term were tested as a comparison and are presented
in Section “Discussion.” Participant demographics and clinical
characteristics are listed in Table 1.

Comparison of Participant
Characteristics and Functional Scores
There was not a significant difference in age [F(2,21) = 0.238,
p = 0.791, η2

p = 0.022] or sex (p = 1.00) in the three participant
groups. More individuals in both PH groups wrote with the
left hand compared to the TD group (p = 0.011). There was
a significant difference in grip strength ratio among the three
groups [F(2,20) = 18.049, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.643] with post hoc
testing revealing lower grip strength ratios in the PRE group
compared to TD (p = 0.004) and in the PERI group compared

to TD (p < 0.001). A lower grip strength ratio indicates greater
asymmetry between the paretic and non-paretic hands with the
paretic hand being weaker. There was no significant difference in
grip strength ratio in the PRE and PERI groups (p = 0.164).

The right arm was the paretic arm for the majority of
individuals with PH with no significant difference detected
between the two injury timing groups (p = 0.569). Manual
ability and gross motor classifications between injury timing
groups were similar with no significant differences found between
groups for MACS (H = 1.335, p = 0.248, asymptotic two-
sided) or GMFCS (H = 0.208, p = 0.648, asymptotic two-sided)
levels. Similarly, there were no significant differences found
between injury timing groups for scores on the remaining clinical
assessments of FMA-UE (U = 14.5, p = 0.121, exact two-sided),
TASC:Paretic (U = 7.0, p = 0.106, exact two-sided), TASC:Non-
paretic (U = 22.0, p = 0.530, exact two-sided) or ABILHAND-
Kids (U = 28.0, p = 1.00, exact two-sided). Based on the
information captured from these clinical assessments, individuals
in the PRE and PERI groups had similar impairment levels and
clinical presentations.

Kinematic Findings
Reach distance deficit and peak velocity were compared as a
function of group, test arm, and loading condition to evaluate
the effect of modulating shoulder effort and of injury timing
on reaching kinematics. Group results can be found in Table 2
and main effect and interaction results from linear mixed effects
models can be found in Table 3.

TD: Reaching and Velocity—Both Arms
Individuals in the TD group demonstrated similar performance
between the dominant and non-dominant arms for both reaching
and velocity. For reach distance deficit, there was a significant
main effect of Load [F(5,80) = 9.323, p < 0.001] but not TestArm
[F(1,8) = 2.759, p = 0.135] or the interaction of TestArm
and Load [F(5,80) = 1.593, p = 0.172]. Post hoc comparisons
showed that individuals in the TD group reached further in the
table supported condition compared to 50%MVT (p = 0.024),
65%MVT (p = 0.003), and 80%MVT (p < 0.001). For peak
fingertip velocity, there was not a significant main effect of Load
[F(5,80) = 1.663, p = 0.153], TestArm [F(1,8) = 0.845, p = 0.385], or
the interaction of TestArm and Load [F(5,80) = 0.635, p = 0.674].

Reach Distance Deficit
TD compared to PRE and PERI—Both arms
Reach distance deficits for all groups and arms can be seen
in Figure 2. Reach distance decreased with increasing SABD
load for all groups reaching with both arms. There was a
significant main effect of Load [F(5,210) = 22.339, p < 0.001].
Post hoc comparisons with Bonferroni corrections for multiple
comparison revealed that participants reached further in the
table supported condition compared to 35%MVT (p = 0.022),
50%MVT (p < 0.001), 65%MVT (p < 0.001), and 80%MVT
(p < 0.001). As an example, when reaching with the non-
dominant or paretic arm, participants on average demonstrated
an 11.7% (TD), 12.4% (PRE), or 21.4% (PERI) decrease in
reaching distance at 80%MVT compared to the table condition
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TABLE 1 | Participant characteristics by Group.

TD PRE PERI pa LIb

Age, mean (SD), years 10.93 (3.87) 11.91 (3.45) 12.14 (3.96) 0.791 17.45 (2.53)

Sex, n

Male 5 5 4 1.00 2

Female 4 3 3 0

Grip ratio, mean (SD)c 0.931 (0.11) 0.513 (0.34) 0.268 (0.17) <0.001 0 (n = 1)

Dominant/non-paretic arm, n

Right 8 3 1 0.011 1

Left 1 5 6 1

Arm weight, mean (SD), %d

Dominant 24.07 (5.6) 32.58 (15.3) 22.86 (3.4) – 29.46 (3.9)

Non-dominant 24.30 (8.7) 32.52 (8.0) 30.97 (9.7) 36.22 (n = 1)

GMFCS, n

I NA 4 4 0.648 0

II NA 3 3 2

III NA 1 0 0

MACS, n

I NA 4 1 0.248 0

II NA 3 5 0

III NA 1 1 2

FMA-UE, mean (SD), x/66 NA 48.50 (15.28) 35.28 (7.80) 0.121 25 (4.24)

TASC-P, mean (SD), x/16 NA 9.40 (2.07) 6.29 (2.56) 0.106 3 (n = 1)

TASC-NP, mean (SD), x/16 NA 12.80 (2.77) 13.57 (2.43) 0.530 16 (n = 1)

ABL-H, mean (SD), logit NA 3.65 (2.43) 3.42 (0.89) 1.00 1.89 (0.39)

aP-values reported are the comparisons between TD, PRE, and PERI groups for age, sex, grip ratio, and dominant/non-paretic arms. P-values are comparisons between
PRE and PERI for clinical classifications/assessments of GMFCS, MACS, FMA-UE, TASC, and ABL-H. LI group is not included in the statistical analysis.
b Individuals tested as late-onset injury comparison but not included in group statistical analyses.
cGrip ratio calculated as grip strength in non-dominant/dominant or paretic/non-paretic hand.
dArm weight presented as a percentage of SABD maximum voluntary force as measured in the robotic device: Arm weight (N)/maximum SABD force (N).
Abbreviations: ABL-H, ABILHAND-Kids or ABILHAND; FMA-UE, Fugl-Meyer Assessment Upper Extremity; GMFCS, Gross Motor Function Classification System; LI, late-
onset injury; MACS, Manual Abilities Classification Scale; MVT, maximum voluntary torque; PERI, PERI-natal; PRE, PRE-natal; SD, standard deviation; SABD, shoulder
abduction; TASC-NP, Test of Arm Selective Control non-paretic arm; TASC-P, Test of Arm Selective Control paretic arm; TD, typical development.

(Table 2). Other main effects and interactions were not significant
{Group [F(2,21) = 0.710, p = 0.503]; TestArm [F(1,21) = 3.717,
p = 0.067]; Group × TestArm [F(2,21) = 0.465, p = 0.635];
Group × Load [F(10,210) = 0.758, p = 0.669]; Load × TestArm
[F(5,210) = 1.217, p = 0.302]; Group × TestArm × Load
[F(10,210) = 0.636, p = 0.782]}. These results demonstrate that
all three groups performed similarly in their reaching distance
regardless of which arm was reaching.

Peak Fingertip Velocity
TD compared to PRE and PERI—Both arms
Comparative results of peak fingertip velocity can be seen
in Figure 3. When comparing peak fingertip velocity
between groups, there was a significant main effect of Load
[F(5,210) = 9.316, p < 0.001] and TestArm [F(1,21) = 5.696,
p = 0.026]. Post hoc pairwise comparisons of Load with
Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons revealed
significant differences in velocity between TABLE and 20%MVT
(p = 0.006), 50%MVT (p = 0.001), 65%MVT (p = 0.002), and
80%MVT (p < 0.001) and between 80%MVT and 35%MVT
(p < 0.001). Participants in all three groups demonstrated a

significant decrease in peak velocity at higher SABD load levels.
For example, when reaching with the non-dominant or paretic
arm, participants on average demonstrated a 0.189 m/s (TD),
0.188 m/s (PRE), or 0.435 m/s (PERI) decrease in peak velocity
at 80%MVT compared to the table condition (Table 2). Post hoc
pairwise comparisons for TestArm with Bonferroni corrections
for multiple comparisons revealed significant differences
between arms in the PERI group for loads 35%MVT (p = 0.014),
50%MVT (p = 0.002), and 65%MVT (p = 0.006) indicating
velocity asymmetry in the PERI group that was not present in
the TD and PRE groups (Figure 3B). Additionally, significant
interactions were found for Group × Load [F(10,210) = 2.069,
p = 0.028] and TestArm × Load [F(5,210) = 2.601, p = 0.026].
Other main effects and interactions were not significant {Group
[F(2,21) = 2.554, p = 0.102]; Group × TestArm [F(2,21) = 1.005,
p = 0.383]; Group × TestArm × Load [F(10,210) = 0.686,
p = 0.737]}. Because the main effect of TestArm was found to be
significant, the dominant/non-paretic and non-dominant/paretic
arms were tested independently by computing linear mixed
models with fixed factors of Group and Load and random
factor of participant.
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TABLE 2 | Mean (SD) of reaching kinematics by Group.

Reach distance deficit Fingertip velocity (m/s)

TD PRE PERI TD PRE PERI

Table

D/NP 0.0624 (0.042) 0.0585 (0.059) 0.0624 (0.048) 1.5102 (0.334) 1.1042 (0.281) 1.5532 (0.448)

ND/P 0.0607 (0.033) 0.0785 (0.066) 0.0368 (0.020) 1.4531 (0.299) 1.0620 (0.407) 1.4078 (0.238)

20%MVT

D/NP 0.0817 (0.038) 0.1057 (0.033) 0.0785 (0.038) 1.3447 (0.338) 1.0221 (0.463) 1.3467 (0.451)

ND/P 0.0681 (0.029) 0.1027 (0.085) 0.1014 (0.070) 1.3833 (0.339) 0.9947 (0.566) 1.1664 (0.282)

35%MVT

D/NP 0.0869 (0.059) 0.0882 (0.044) 0.0909 (0.026) 1.4693 (0.381) 1.1697 (0.530) 1.4297 (0.526)

ND/P 0.1159 (0.049) 0.1016 (0.073) 0.1245 (0.095) 1.3855 (0.323) 1.1048 (0.355) 1.0268 (0.359)

50%MVT

D/NP 0.0918 (0.049) 0.1269 (0.059) 0.1208 (0.058) 1.4499 (0.367) 1.1216 (0.482) 1.4127 (0.408)

ND/P 0.1266 (0.054) 0.1214 (0.051) 0.1521 (0.086) 1.2955 (0.418) 0.9691 (0.397) 0.9055 (0.288)

65%MVT

D/NP 0.1010 (0.051) 0.1272 (0.070) 0.1110 (0.084) 1.4578 (0.365) 1.1015 (0.535) 1.4244 (0.394)

ND/P 0.1356 (0.055) 0.1537 (0.098) 0.1600 (0.113) 1.3444 (0.421) 0.9069 (0.448) 0.9731 (0.313)

80%MVT

D/NP 0.1215 (0.042) 0.2087 (0.160) 0.1522 (0.057) 1.3852 (0.479) 1.0465 (0.416) 1.1015 (0.477)

ND/P 0.1781 (0.093) 0.2028 (0.117) 0.2512 (0.193) 1.2637 (0.507) 0.8738 (0.322) 0.9253 (0.238)

Group mean values with standard deviations for reach distance deficit and fingertip velocity for each group and arm. Reach distance deficit presented as a value from 0 to
1 where 0 indicates no deficit in reaching performance and 1 indicates complete deficit. Abbreviations: D, dominant; MVT, maximum voluntary torque; ND, non-dominant;
NP, non-paretic; P, paretic; PERI, PERI-natal; PRE, PRE-natal; SD, standard deviation; TD, typical development.

TABLE 3 | Main effect and interaction results from linear mixed models.

Main effects Interactions

Group TestArm Load Group × TestArm Group × Load Load × TestArm Group × TestArm × Load

TD only

Reach deficit – ns *** – – ns –

Velocity – ns ns – – ns –

Three groupsa

Reach deficit

Both arms ns ns *** ns ns ns ns

Velocity

Both arms ns * *** ns * * ns

ND-P arm ns – *** – ns – –

D-NP arm ns – *** – ns – –

Two groupsb

Velocity

ND-P arm * – *** – ns – –

D-NP arm ns – * – ns – –

aAnalysis of TD, PRE, and PERI groups.
bAnalysis of TD and PH groups when PH is the combination of the PRE and PERI groups.
Reach distance deficit and peak velocity were analyzed with linear mixed effects models with factors Group, TestArm, and Load. Asterisks indicate significant effects at
p < 0.05 (*) and p < 0.001 (***). ns indicates p > 0.05; exact p-values can be found in the text. Abbreviations: D, dominant; ND, non-dominant; NP, non-paretic; ns,
non-significant; P, paretic; PERI, PERI-natal; PRE, PRE-natal; TD, typical development.

TD compared to PRE and PERI—Non-dominant/paretic arm
When comparing just the non-dominant/paretic arms, there was
a significant main effect of Load [F(5,105) = 8.460, p < 0.001] on
velocity performance. Post hoc pairwise comparisons for Load
with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons revealed
significant differences between TABLE and 50%MVT (p< 0.001),

65%MVT (p < 0.001), and 80%MVT (p < 0.001) and between
80%MVT and 20%MVT (p = 0.035) when comparing all three
groups indicating a decrease in velocity with increased load level.
Other main effects and interactions were not significant {Group
[F(2,21) = 2.769, p = 0.086]; Group × Load [F(10,105) = 1.819,
p = 0.066]}. The model was adjusted to compare the PRE
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FIGURE 2 | Reach distance deficit as a function of SABD level compared between three groups for (A) non-dominant (TD) and paretic arms (PRE/PERI) and (B)
dominant (TD) and non-paretic arms (PRE/PERI). Reach distance deficit was calculated based on Eq. 1. In the group analysis for both arms and all groups, a
significant main effect of Load [F(5,210) = 22.339, p < 0.001] was detected indicating that increased drive to the shoulder resulted in decreased reaching ability in all
three groups. Abbreviations: D, dominant; P, paretic; PERI, PERI-natal; PRE, PRE-natal; ND, non-dominant; NP, non-paretic; SABD, shoulder abduction; TD, typical
development. Error bars ± standard error. ∗p < 0.05 and ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

and PERI groups as one group to the TD group. There was
a significant main effect of Load [F(5,110) = 5.824, p < 0.001]
and Group [F(1,22) = 5.516, p = 0.028] but not the interaction
of Group × Load [F(5,110) = 0.607, p = 0.695]. Post hoc
comparisons for Load with Bonferroni corrections for multiple
comparisons revealed significant differences between TABLE and
50%MVT (p = 0.002), 65%MVT (p = 0.008), and 80%MVT
(p < 0.001) for all groups. Additional post hoc comparisons

revealed significant differences between TD and PH for 50%MVT
(p = 0.031), 65%MVT (p = 0.014), and 80%MVT (p = 0.027) as
shown in Figure 3A.

TD compared to PRE and PERI—Dominant/non-paretic arm
When comparing just the dominant/non-paretic arms, there was
a significant main effect of Load [F(5,105) = 3.90, p = 0.003] on
velocity performance. Post hoc pairwise comparisons for Load
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FIGURE 3 | Peak fingertip velocity as a function of SABD load level. (A) Non-dominant/paretic arm for all groups. Significant main effects of Load [F(5,110) = 5.824,
p < 0.001] and Group [TD or PH; F(1,22) = 5.516, p = 0.028] were found. Individuals with PH achieved lower peak velocities in the paretic arm compared to the TD
group reaching with the non-dominant arm. (B) Dominant and non-dominant arms for TD group. (C) Non-paretic and paretic arms for PRE group. (D) Non-paretic
and paretic arms for PERI group. Significant pairwise comparisons were found for 35%MVT, 50%MVT, and 65%MVT indicating lower peak velocities in the paretic
arm compared to the non-paretic arm in this group. Abbreviations: D, dominant; P, paretic; PERI, PERI-natal; PRE, PRE-natal; ND, non-dominant; NP, non-paretic;
SABD, shoulder abduction; TD, typical development. Error bars ± standard error. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons revealed
significant differences between TABLE and 80%MVT (p = 0.005)
and 80%MVT and 35%MVT (p = 0.033) when comparing all
three groups. These results indicate a decrease in velocity at
the higher load levels when reaching with the dominant or
non-paretic arm. Other main effects and interactions were not
significant {Group [F(2,21) = 1.798, p = 0.190]; Group × Load
[F(10,105) = 1.014, p = 0.437]}. The model was adjusted to
compare the PRE and PERI groups together to the TD
group. There was still a significant main effect of Load
[F(5,110) = 2.935, p = 0.016] with post hoc pairwise comparisons
revealing significant differences between TABLE and 80%MVT
(p = 0.037). Other main effects and interactions were not
significant {Group [F(1,22) = 1.553, p = 0.226]; Group × Load
[F(5,110) = 0.390, p = 0.855]}.

Summary of Results
In summary, SABD load was found to have a significant
effect on both reaching performance and peak fingertip velocity
for all three tested groups. TestArm (dominant/non-paretic or

non-dominant/paretic) and Group (TD or PH) had additional
significant main effects on peak fingertip velocity.

DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to evaluate the presence of the
flexion synergy in the paretic upper extremity during a ballistic
reach in individuals with PH from early-onset brain injuries. We
used a haptic robotic device that allowed us to systematically
modulate the SABD torque required during the task and quantify
changes in reaching distance and peak velocity. This work
evaluates reaching performance in participants age 6–17 years
old with and without neurological impairment while challenging
the nervous system to generate SABD loads up to 80%MVT.
We found that individuals with early-onset PH demonstrate
similar performance in reaching distance as controls without
neurological impairment and there was no difference between
arms. When lifting loads of 35%MVT and greater, we found
a statistically significant decrease in reaching ability in the
combined analysis of all groups and arms, indicating that there
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was a relative cost for all participants to add an abduction torque
load to the task. In addition, these data show that the presence
of an early-onset brain injury does not have a differential impact
on ability to individually control the joints of the shoulder and
elbow even as the demand for remaining corticospinal resources
to activate the shoulder abductors increases. When comparing
peak velocity achieved, we found that individuals in the PRE
and PERI groups achieved lower peak velocities in the paretic
arm compared to controls at most load levels. These results
highlight that for this specific reaching task, individuals with
PH experience a relative reduction in the ability to generate
ballistic movements rather than losses of independent joint
control impacting reaching distance. The underlying neural
mechanisms enabling maintained independent joint control in
individuals with early-onset lesions could be related to a relative
preservation of connections from corticospinal motor pathways
due to the time of lesion.

Neural Circuitry Preserved in Early Injury
Participants with early-onset lesions did not perform statistically
different from participants without neurological impairment in
reaching distance across all load levels. The maintenance of
independent joint control in children and adolescents with early-
onset brain lesions may be indicative of the neural connections
present for descending motor control. Injury to the developing
brain leads to specific patterns of (re)organization based on
timing of injury (Martin, 2005; Jaspers et al., 2015). The three
proposed patterns of CST wiring after early lesions include
ipsilateral, bilateral, and contralateral (Jaspers et al., 2015). In
the earlier stages of development (24–34 weeks of gestation),
the most common lesions occur in the periventricular white
matter leading to a decrease in the competitive withdrawal
and maintenance of the ipsilateral CST (Jaspers et al., 2015).
In weeks 34–38 of gestation through the first 28 days post
full-term, blood flow has migrated to cortical and subcortical
regions increasing the likelihood of lesions occurring in these
areas (Jaspers et al., 2015). These lesions may leave the crossed
CST from the lesioned hemisphere partially intact which
could minimize the interruption of typical pruning processes
(Staudt, 2010; Jaspers et al., 2015). The injury timings in
our cohort align with the periods of development suggested
to allow a maintenance of ipsilateral CST connections from
the non-lesioned hemisphere, a partially intact CST from the
lesioned hemisphere, or connections from both hemispheres. The
presence of direct connections from the cortex to the spinal
cord has been investigated previously using transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) in groups that experienced different injury
timings. Individuals with periventricular white matter lesions
are most similar in timing to our PRE cohort. Simon-Martinez
et al. and Mailleux et al. demonstrated that 31% (Simon-Martinez
et al., 2018) to 38% (Mailleux et al., 2020) of individuals with
periventricular white matter lesions in their cohort had ipsilateral
CST connections and 23% (Simon-Martinez et al., 2018) to 24%
(Mailleux et al., 2020) had bilateral CST connections. Individuals
with cortico-subcortical lesions are most similar in timing to
our PERI cohort. In those same studies, 33% (Mailleux et al.,
2020) to 44% (Simon-Martinez et al., 2018) of individuals with

cortico-subcortical lesions had ipsilateral CST connections while
44% (Simon-Martinez et al., 2018) to 55% (Mailleux et al.,
2020) had bilateral CST connections. The remaining individuals
had contralateral CST connections. The presence of ipsilateral,
bilateral, or contralateral CST pathways found even in individuals
with large lesions indicates a resilience of the developing brain
not afforded to individuals who sustain a stroke in adulthood.
Findings from individuals with early injuries in our cohort
that demonstrate a maintained ability to reach even as the
SABD demand increases align with the hypothesis of relative
preservation of CST pathways.

Neural Mechanisms Implicated in
Late-Onset PH and Adult-Onset
Hemiplegia
As a comparison to individuals with injuries prior to 6 months,
two individuals fitting the original inclusion criteria who
sustained strokes at ages 8 and 9 years old were also tested
(n = 2, mean[SD]: age at testing 17.45[2.53] years, Fugl-Meyer
29.46[3.9]/66) but not included in the group statistical analysis
due to the low sample size. Injury timing after 6 months post
full-term was determined by medical record and brain imaging
(n = 1) and parent report and brain imaging (n = 1). In contrast
to early-onset PH, these individuals show large deficits in
reaching with increased load (Figure 4A) when compared to
individuals in the TD group. Furthermore, the peak velocity
achieved is less than half that of the PRE and PERI groups
(Figure 4B). These findings are similar to other studies in
adult-onset hemiplegia investigating reaching area (Sukal et al.,
2007), elbow joint angular velocity (Ellis et al., 2017), and
reaching distance (McPherson et al., 2018) which demonstrated
significant decreases in performance as the SABD load
is increased.

Trends from these two participants are very closely aligned
with previous work in adult-onset hemiplegia, a population
that demonstrates large expressions of the flexion synergy
(Sukal et al., 2007; Ellis et al., 2017; McPherson et al., 2018).
Different available neural resources for paretic arm control
is one possible explanation for differences in performance
on upper extremity reaching tasks between early-onset PH,
late-onset PH, and adult-onset hemiplegia. Contralateral and
ipsilateral cortical connections have been investigated in adults
post stroke using TMS approaches (Netz et al., 1997; Schwerin
et al., 2008) including a paired pulse approach (Schwerin
et al., 2011) to enhance the ability to elicit motor evoked
potentials (MEPs) in moderate to severely impaired individuals.
Netz et al. (1997) investigated the response of TMS to the
non-lesioned hemisphere on a cohort of adults post stroke
and found longer latencies of ipsilateral MEPs compared to
the contralateral MEPs. One hypothesized explanation for the
increased latency of these responses was the activation of multi-
synaptic cortico-reticulospinal pathways (Netz et al., 1997).
McPherson et al. (2018) highlighted that an increased reliance
on cortico-reticulospinal pathways, in the absence of viable
corticospinal connections, may explain the loss of selective
control of the upper extremity. The cortico-reticulospinal tract
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Reach distance deficit of the non-dominant arm of the TD group compared to paretic arm of two individuals with late-onset injuries. (B) Peak
fingertip velocity of the non-dominant arm of TD group and paretic arm of the PRE and PERI groups compared to the paretic arms of two individuals with late-onset
injuries. Abbreviations: LI, late-onset injury; P, paretic; PERI, PERI-natal; PRE, PRE-natal; ND, non-dominant; TD, typical development. Error bars ± standard error.

branches into multiple muscle groups compared to the direct
CST (Jankowska and Edgley, 2006; Yeo et al., 2012). Therefore,
the ability to selectively control joints in the paretic arm is
diminished. Furthermore, as the demand for neural resources
increases as a function of SABD load level, there is a decreased
ability to isolate purposeful movement in the shoulder from
movement in the elbow (Miller and Dewald, 2012; Ellis
et al., 2016). The previous work in adult-onset hemiplegia in
combination with these two late-onset PH cases highlight the
differences the loss of upper extremity individual joint control
between early- and late-onset hemiplegia.

Decreased Peak Velocity in PH Groups
Participants were cued to reach as fast as possible toward the
target for all trials. We found that while there was a relative
maintenance in reaching distance between groups, individuals
with PH achieved significantly lower peak velocities in the paretic
arm compared to the non-dominant arm of the TD group. This
decrease in peak velocity in the paretic arm is indicative of
impairment that could be attributed to biomechanical coupling
or impairment to control that is not present in the TD cohort.
Interestingly, individuals in the TD and PRE groups achieved
similar peak velocities between arms while individuals in the
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PERI group achieved velocities close to the PRE group in the
paretic arm and close to the TD group in the non-paretic arm.
While the ipsilateral CST projections might be available for
use, they may not be as efficient as contralateral projections
(Jaspers et al., 2015), resulting in measurable impairment in
performance. Although this study was not designed to investigate
specific mechanisms of movement speed reductions, findings are
aligned with other studies that have found decreased movement
speed in individuals with hemiplegic cerebral palsy (Jaspers
et al., 2009). Potential mechanisms that could be involved in
reductions in movement speed that should be explored further
include the impact of bone and muscle development, the ability
to fully activate muscles selected for a motor task due to a
relative loss of corticospinal resources, and coordination for
completing a novel task.

Clinical and Scientific Significance
There has been a wealth of information about the motor
control of adults with hemiplegia including the pervasive
influence of flexion patterns in the upper extremity likely
mediated by bulbospinal pathways (Sukal et al., 2007; Lan
et al., 2017; McPherson et al., 2018; McPherson and Dewald,
2019). In contrast, we have shown minimal expression of the
flexion synergy in individuals with early-onset PH even at
high levels of SABD loading. Although the flexion synergy is
not a primary challenge, individuals with PH do demonstrate
functional impairments that limit fine motor control necessary
for daily activities (Holmefur et al., 2010). Selective control of
the hand is more exclusively controlled by the CST; therefore,
hand functionality is likely to be more severely impacted after
injury (Lawrence and Kuypers, 1968). With a partially intact
CST, clinicians can focus on rehabilitation activities to upregulate
remaining projections (Hung et al., 2017; Bleyenheuft et al.,
2020). This may be especially effective during early years of life
prior to pruning or reinforcement of aberrant connections from
the cortex to the muscles and has the theoretical potential to
maximize strength and coordination of the hand (Basu, 2014).
Quantitative metrics are being developed to explore hand control
in this population (Hill and Dewald, 2018) and to address
rehabilitative needs of the fingers (McCall et al., 2019).

Limitations
We tested our participants in a stable, supported sitting position
for all tasks. Observationally, several individuals in our PRE and
PERI injury timing groups demonstrated associated movements
or movement overflow to the non-tested arm and one or both
legs during higher SABD load tasks. Participants were not cued
to suppress any of these movements. However, it is possible that
the increased use of corticospinal resources required to control
the legs during a higher effort walking task could diminish the
remaining resources to control the paretic arm and increase
the influence of indirect cortico-reticulospinal pathways thus
resulting in the expression of the upper extremity flexion synergy
(Galli et al., 2012; Hung and Meredith, 2014).

Due to the range of experiences with therapeutic interventions
available to different individuals prior to participation in this
study, we did not control for the type or amount of past

therapeutic/activity-based intervention for our study cohort.
Additionally, the study sample size is small due to considerable
challenges in recruitment of a scientifically homogeneous
group required for drawing conclusions about underlying
neurological mechanisms.

CONCLUSION

Upper extremity function continues to be a leading focus of
therapeutic intervention for individuals with PH regardless of
injury timing. We have shown that individuals with early lesions
are minimally influenced by the particular impairment of the
flexion synergy during a high effort reaching task. Findings
indicate a distinction in the underlying neural resources still
available after an early compared to later unilateral brain injury.
Additional research investigating losses in hand dexterity will
elucidate the extent to which a partially intact CST impacts distal
joints in this population.
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